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We are Moventi.
Designers and manufacturers
of workplace furniture solutions.

Made in the UK.



inspired by humans
Quality furniture for everyone.

Because we’re all different and we love 
different. We make our furniture with love, 
suitable for everyone.
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The best of Moventi...

This LookBook is for your inspiration. It contains 
a selection of favourite furniture designs 
produced for environments where people love 
to be.

Moventi have developed the skill of harmonising 
design and manufacturing advancements 
enabling consistency, efficiency and 
sustainability without compromising on the 
flexibility and agility that is needed in our fast-
paced world to deliver a great solution.

Above this, we’re human and we really care 
about giving our customers a great experience.

Ed Nunn
Founder
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We’re all about you!
Moventi’s Smart Service mantra forms the very 
backbone of everything we do. We are self-confessed 
service addicts, it’s our culture, it’s the way we do 
things and not just one of the team carrying a 
‘Customer Service’ badge.

From concept to completion, we remove friction 
from your process of specifying and procuring office 
furniture. We take a very human-to-human approach, 
providing reliable support at every step enabling you 
to give your clients the very best experience.

Strong relationships 
nurtured through 
exceptional service.
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JASPER table with planter
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JASPER bench desk
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JASPER bench desk
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JASPER table with planter
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EDYN planters
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EDYN planters
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SLADE table with gantry
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SLADE mobile table with gantry
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SLADE mobile table

Where style & substance converge.
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SLADE table with gantry
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C2 zoning system

Infusing 
great design 

with nature’s 
beauty.
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C2 zoning system
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C2 zoning system
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CROYD WOOD table
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ISLA chairs
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SOPHIE seating
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ARBY poseur table
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TIA height adjustable desking
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ELEMENTS bench desking

Enabling 
ergonomic 
excellence.
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OTTO seating
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FENN chairs
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ALTON seating
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Quality materials, 
meticulously crafted.
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SCOPE planters
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CROYD table
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ELEMENTS table
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ARLO credenza
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EMERSON COLLABORATION table
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CARYS table & stools
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FENN chairs
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AVA chairs & CONNA table

Making 
environmentally 

responsible 
choices.
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ARBY table
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ARBY poseur table
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TIA height adjustable desking
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ELEMENTS bench desking
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MARCO table
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KAI chairs
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Moventi is a certified Climate Positive business, and have gone beyond 
carbon neutral status to offset at least 110% of our impact. We achieved 
this Climate Positive status by working closely with the professionals, 
who helped us calculate and erase at least 110% of our operational 
emissions through VCS verified nature-based solutions. 

Part of this journey is contributing to projects around the globe that are 
dedicated to avoiding carbon emissions and preserving natural habitats, 
including the Rimba Raya Biodiversity Reserve. 

This is a project close to our heart, that is preserving the peatland 
forest of Rimba Raya that would have been turned into palm oil estates, 
emitting over 100 million tonnes of carbon into the atmosphere. Part of 
the project is also working with local communities to achieve all of the 
17 SDGs, and conserving one of the last wild orangutan populations on 
Earth.

Certified as
Climate Positive*
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Our Company
Accreditations*
Moventi have achieved the following standards and accreditations.

Moventi is an BS EN ISO 14001:2004 (Environmental 
Management) accredited company

Moventi is an BS EN ISO 9001:2015 (Quality 
Management)
accredited company

Moventi is a full audited member of the Furniture 
Industry Sustainability program (FISP)

Moventi is a certified Climate Positive business, and 
have gone beyond carbon neutral status to offset at 
least 110% of our impact
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